Introduction
• Neutrino interacts in the (vicinity of) the telescope • Charged secondaries cross the detector volume (water or ice) and radiate Cherenkov recorded by a 3D-array of photo-sensors • Most important channel:
• Energy range : 10(0) GeV -some PeV • Angular resolution: <1°(0.3°) for E>1(10) TeV • [log(E)] ~ 0.3
How does a neutrino telescope work?
• Atmospheric neutrinos from cosmic-ray interactions in atmosphere … not yet there! The Fermi bubbles 
KM3NeT implementation parameters
• Overall investment ~220 M€ • Staged implementation expected; phase-1 sensitivity about equal to that of IceCube • Science potential from very early stage of construction on • Operational costs of full detector 4-6 M€ per year (2-3% of capital investment), including electricity, maintenance, computing, data centre and management • Node for deep-sea research of earth and sea sciences
• Neutrino telescopes in water and ice are taking data. The technology is proven.
• No discoveries yet … but they may be around the corner … we need patience and perseverance.
• KM3NeT will soon start construction and provide unprecedented sensitivity
• Hope to provide you with a discovery soonstay tuned! Summary
